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MODELESKI MITCHELL PAUL (44202086)

Monday, October 6, 2014 9:53 PM

authorization to terminate Harris & Harris, P.C.

To: lsaccato@gmail.com

Dear Larry,

After careful and deliberate reflection, I now think it best
that you inform Terry J. Harris that I no longer need or want 
any legal services or professional counsel from him, or
from any other personnel associated with Harris & Harris, P.C.,
whether licensed or not.

If my experience and expertise were not now in demand 
at the USMCFP Law Library, I might have time to enumerate here
the several different reasons for my decision above.

You should know that, upon arriving at USMCFP/Springfield,
a "psychologist" here tried to tell me that my lawyer agreed
with the "delusional diagnosis".

More than anything else, Terry's recent threat to obstruct
my future Court pleadings is further compelling evidence of 
his serious conflicts of interest;  he quite zealously defends
the status quo instead of zealously defending me.

During my last conversation with him before leaving Gering,
Nebraska, I specifically remember his statement to the effect that
I have retained my Right to continue filing pleadings at the USDC
in Cheyenne, Wyoming.

On the merits, the U.S. Supreme Court has previously ruled
that the Petition Clause in the First Amendment is the 
Right conservative of all other rights [cite omitted]:

supremelaw.org/ref/whuscons/whuscons.htm#1st-amend

As such, I am required to take very seriously the very probable
negative consequences and personal injuries I will surely suffer
if Terry decides to follow through with that threat.  Here,
see 42 USC 1986 (neglect to prevent), and 18 USC 242 
(Federal misdemeanor).

Accordingly, as the Interim Trustee of my entire private estate
until further notice, I hereby authorize you formally to DEMAND that
Terry J. Harris withdraw from my defense immediately.

I believe it would also be a good gesture if you would also
communicate a courtesy copy of your DEMAND to the 
independent psychiatrist whom Terry has retained.
Allow me to suggest that you send that courtesy copy
via U.S. Mail, to minimize reprisals and other negative
feedback which you neither deserve nor need.

Thank you again, Larry, for all you have done to assist me
after my unlawful arrest on January 28, 2014 A.D.

Sincerely yours,

/s/ Paul Andrew Mitchell

Paul Andrew Mitchell, B.A., M.S. (chosen name)

All Rights Reserved (cf. UCC 1-308)

Larry Saccato
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